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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.94.

Highlight of Version 6.2.94
Workforce Reporting Email Changes

More
New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Highlights of this release

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
New Features

1. Workflow has been updated to allow a Landing Page to be configured for different user groups. This can be set up based on if the user is an
approver or not.
To use this function, please contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk.

2. Workforce Report SRF340 Carrier Booking Failure Notification has been created to allow emails to be sent to specified recipients in relation to
failures related to Flight Integration.
Please contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk in order to use this notification system.

Improvements
1. Fixed an issue where Workflow comments would show the booking room number even though the SAM Parameter

ConfirmedBookingDetailMessage did not include the room details. [#23903]

2. Workforce Reporting has been updated to improve the performance of the My Reports page including the time to start downloading saved
reports. [#23701]

3. The Workflow Save button text has been updated to Save Draft. [#22425]

4. Workforce Report SRF149 Camp Arrivals Departures by Date Range has been enhanced to include Shift status for 1st arrival day and final day
before departure. [#23408]

5. SRF139 Split bookings can now be run to include last night room moves [#23192]

6. Added the SAM Equipment Issued Report to Workforce Reporting with more detail provided for each record [#23345]

Workforce Reporting Email Changes
Workforce Reporting will be updated in coming versions to transition reports from being sent as attachments to being
sent as a link. The link will remain active for 30 days after the report has been run.
Should customers require reports to be attached to emails, this will be available as an option with the link being the new
default.
Should customers be using reports as part of integration, we recommend contacting the Vix Resources Helpdesk so we
can understand your requirements and ensure you are utilising the best options available.
For any questions or queries, please contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk so we can assist you with your needs.
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7. The Workflow Dashboard Queued and Urgent tiles have been updated to remove the “Waiting for approval” text below the numbers. [#22177]

8. The Workflow Login page has been updated to allow users to retrieve their username if they cannot remember it. This is part of the Forgot
Password option.
Additionally, a static message can be added to the Login page. This is configured under Configuration | Custom Titles | LoginMessage.
[#23233]

9. When making a booking in SAM / Workflow when you select a specific room number to search on, the room type is ignored. [#22793]

10. When using Bookings | Multiple Remove you can now select up to 50 bookings to remove.

11. Calendar view in Workflow will now populate to the date of the requested booking. [#21982]

12. Workflow has been updated to include all pending requests for the traveller in the onsite button [#21043] [#22082]

13. SRF230 B2B Cleaning Room Management has been enhanced to include additional details of the current and future room occupants.
[#21202] [#23685]

14. Improved the Workflow Demobilisation document to allow user accounts to be deactivated when completed. [#22339]

15. A new parameter has been introduced that will ensure that a person is removed from People Groups when they are completed in SAM.

16. Improved workflow task panel to indicate when a request contains a new profile.

17. SAM profile completion provides a warning message to advise future bookings will be removed [#19839]

18. The Accommodation Arrivals and Accommodation Departures pages have been updated with the ability to search by room number or room type.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where Bookings | Search by Trip Id was showing an error [#24058]

2. Fixed an issue where a workflow was unable to be finalised when it had been approved from the task panel when the final group is a workflow
group [#23985]

3. Fixed an issue where emails were not being sent to the camp when processing a leave request. [#23981]

4. Fixed an issue where waitlist was not being removed when the transport was removed [#23943]

5. Fixed an issue where when Booking Search by Room was not returning to the booking date selected. [#23948]

6. Fixed an issue where running the Folio Itinerary may result in an error. [#23939]

7. Fixed an issue where warning message was appearing when reschedule dates are in the future. [#23945]

8. Fixed an issue where updating a profile via Workflow would cause an error. Profiles can be created, reactivated, or edited successfully. [#23939]

9. Fixed an issue where mobile numbers were not validating. [#23901]

10. Fixed an issue where Workflow Automation was not processing bookings containing a tenement number. [#23892]

11. Fixed an issue where SRF296 Cleaning Import was not returning cleans for couples VR room. [#23804]

12. Fixed an issue in SRF173 Manifest where duplicate sheets were being created. [#23814]

13. Fixed an issue where the SAM Dashboard may error when the user only had access to a limited set of camps. [#23795]

14. Fixed an issue in the bulk profile update when the profile position was omitted.

15. Fixed an issue where the multi-sector transports would not show the passenger manifest when using the Transport widget on the SAM
Dashboard.

16. Fixed an issue where the Night Audit was not clearing failed roster extension records older than 7 days

17. Fixed an issue where the Room Search popup would show an incorrect status when the current occupant was not the room owner. [#23592]

18. Fixed an issue where the Workflow User details would update the SAM Profile, even if the user did not specify the change was required. [#23684]

19. Fixed an issue in Workflow where the Booking Ref/Reloc details were not being updated. [#23659]

20. Fixed an issue where the SMS page in SAM could report a failure even though messages continued to be sent. [#23670]

21. Fixed an issue in Cleaning Allocation page to only show active room types in the Room type search criteria.

22. Fixed an issue where Event Management was unable to save updated crew details unless all errors were resolved. The crew has been updated so
each error can be managed individually and saved without resolving all.

23. Fixed an issue where the sequence number was not updating in SRF173 Manifest when using Manage Booking Sequence. [#23606]
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24. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to create an offsite drive travel for a room owner. [#23576]

25. Fixed an issue in Workforce Reporting when selecting report output fields, the arrows would not move items.
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